
M2D9: 
Prepare M2 Major assignments 

1.  Review Journal club 
presentation guidelines 

2.  Overview of Research article 
guidelines 

3.  Work on assignments! 

04/09/20 



Logistics for Journal club presentation 

• Due date: Saturday, April 11 at 10 pm 

• Review Comm Lab workshop slides! 
• Completed individually 
•  Submission guidelines 

•  Slides to Stellar 
•  Video to Dropbox 

• Additional assignment components: 
•  Review two peer presentations and write questions 
•  Meet with Noreen (and Instructors) to discuss presentation 



How will you communicate their science? 



How will you report their data? 

• Consider how to present the main finding / conclusion using the key 
data from the article 
•  Do not have time to show everything 

•  Each data slide should present a single message 
•  Do not need to include all panels for every figure used 

• Be mindful of slide design 
•  Title line is valuable real estate, use it wisely 
•  Text is okay, but only important details should be included 
•  The data are the most important part of the slide, ensure labels are clear 



EXAMPLE SLIDE: Blue line goes down at X time 

• Data represent expression of 
Y over time measured using 
method A 
•  Possibly something about the 

control(s), if applicable 

•  Perhaps an important note 
about the data that is not 
already stated in the title 
•  Transition to next slide… 
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Logistics for Research article 

• Due date: Monday, April 20 at 10 pm 

• Review Comm Lab workshop slides! 
• Completed individually 
• Only one submission 

•  Formatting guidelines 
•  Prepare text in word document 
•  Prepare figures in powerpoint file 

• Written in complete sentences and paragraphs 



Methods	

	
	

		Results			
	
	
	

How will you communicate your science? 
•  Title & Abstract (10%) 

•  First page 

•  Introduction (10%) 
•  ~2-3 pages 

• Methods (20%) 
•  ~2-3 pages 

•  Results w/ Figures & Captions (50%) 
•  ~4-5 pages 

•  Discussion (10%) 
•  ~2-3 pages 

•  References 
•  Last page(s) 



How will you report your methods? 

•  You already (mostly) completed this part! 

• Be sure to review the feedback from the M2D7 homework 
•  Posted to Stellar 

•  Include the details regarding the RNA-seq analysis 
•  See M2D8 prelab 

• Consider the following for revisions: sub-sections, level of detail, and 
word choices   



Methods: sub-sections 

•  Use sub-sections to group procedures 
–  Include descriptive titles 
– Use logical, rather than chronological order 

•  Separate sub-sections with titles 
– Brief, but specific 

•  Include an introductory sentence 
– State the purpose or goal of particular method / group of procedures 



Methods: level of detail 



Methods: word choices 
•  the  tube vs. the cell lysate 
•  Give more informative, specific information 

•  combined or mixed vs. digested 
•  Be precise about the procedure used 

•  cleaned vs. purified or isolated 
•  Use the more scientific terminology 

•  in order to vs. to 
•  Eliminate unnecessary wordiness 

•  avoid jargon and define all abbreviations 



Be mindful of sentence structure 

“cell lysate was prepared by adding … and proteins were separated using 
SDS polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (130 V for 45 min) in TGS buffer 

… .” 
 
1.  PUT THE SUBJECT FIRST 

2.  BE SURE THE SUBJECT AND THE VERB MATCH 



How will you introduce your data? 



How will you report your data? 

PRO TIP:  USE SUB-SECTION HEADERS TO SEPARATE RESULTS TEXT 
ACCORDING TO FIGURES / DATA 



Connect the results text to the figures! 

RESULTS TEXT: 

FIGURE CAPTION: 



What are your data? 



Visualizing variability in your data 

• Global overview of the data that allows 
researcher to assess variability and 
define differences between samples and 
groups 

•  Ideally, intergroup variability is greater 
than intragroup variability 
•  What does intergroup variability represent? 
•  What does intragroup variability represent? 

Koch	et	al.	(2018)	A	beginner’s	guide	to	analysis	of	RNA	sequencing	data.	Trans	Rev	59:145-157.	



A closer look at inter / intragroup variability 

• Allows researcher to assess the 
difference between (or distance) 
between samples and groups 

•  In this example, scale bar indicates 
correlation 
•  Which samples are the most similar? 
•  Which samples are the most different? 
•  Which replicates are the most similar? 
•  Which replicates are the most different? 

Koch	et	al.	(2018)	A	beginner’s	guide	to	analysis	of	RNA	sequencing	data.	Trans	Rev	59:145-157.	



Measuring distances between samples 

•  In your analysis, Euclidean distance was used to measure the 
differences (or distances) in the data 
•  Measures absolute distance between points in space 

A	w/	drug	#1	

A	w/	drug	#2	

B	w/	drug		#1	

B	w/	drug	#2	

A	w/o	drug	#1	

A	w/o	drug	#2	

B	w/o	drug		#1	

B	w/o	drug	#2	

Which samples are the most similar? 
Which samples are the most different 
Which replicates are the most similar? 
Which replicates are the most different? 



Visualizing correlation in your data 

• Allows researcher to assess the 
correlation (or relationship) between 
samples and groups 

• Correlations represented by strength and 
direction 
•  How is strength of correlation measured? 
•  How is direction of correlation determined? 
•  Which scatterplot shows ‘better’ correlation 

between compared samples? 

Koch	et	al.	(2018)	A	beginner’s	guide	to	analysis	of	RNA	sequencing	data.	Trans	Rev	59:145-157.	



Best fit line used to represent trend in data 

https://study.com/academy/lesson/scatter-plot-and-correlation-definition-example-analysis.html	



How will you interpret your data? 



Reporting versus Interpreting your data 
RESULTS 

1.  What was the overall goal of these 
data?  
•  State concisely as an introductory 

sentence. 

2.  If applicable, what was the result of 
your control? 
•  Was it expected? 

3.  What was your result?  
•  Was it expected? 

4.  What does this motivate you to do 
next? 
•  Specifically, what experiment follows? 

DISCUSSION 
1.  What evidence do you have that your 

result is correct or incorrect? 
–  How do your controls support your 

data? 

2.  In sum, what do your data suggest or 
indicate?  
–  Do your data support your hypothesis?  

Why? 

3.  What does this motivate you to do 
next? 
–  Specifically, what is the next research 

question? 



Be mindful of over interpreting your data 

• What does it mean that samples are 
different / similar? 

• What does it mean that genes in a 
GO term are enriched? 

• What does it mean that down- or 
up-regulated genes are dominating / 
driving the enrichment? 



Remember to ‘tell a story’ with your data 

•  Introduction and Discussion should match 
•  Preview / Review of the key findings 

• Results should be tied together with transitions 
•  Figures should be connected to Results (titles should match headers) 

• Discussion should integrate the results together into a cohesive take-
home message 

•  Effective redundancy provides a broader impact 
•  Each section is crafted for a particular audience, naïve or expert 



Remember the lecture material! 

• Which of these questions are 
answered by your data? How? 

• Which of these questions can 
be answered by future 
experiments?   
•  What experiments would answer 

the question? 
•  How would answering this 

question further your research? 


